Tow Tractor And Logistic Trains
24 Volt AC-Powered
3 - 5 t Capacities

OTP Series
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OTP tow tractor and logistic
train – the flexible solution
The most flexible way to transport things from A to B is in many cases a logistic train.
Whether it is just-in-time production, feeding assembly lines with goods and
components, transporting waste or food or perhaps e-commerce order picking, a tow
tractor with suitable load carriers is usually the most efficient solution. Logistic trains are
perfect for replacing forklift trucks in operations with large material flows of multiple items.
The OTP series combines both outstanding performance in heavy duty applications with
unique ergonomics and safety, minimizing total costs. The OTP series include two models
with towing capacities of 3000 kg or 5000 kg which can reach a maximum speed of
13 km/h. The wide range of towing connectors and power systems makes it possible
for the OTP series to fit in practically all new or existing logistic train applications.

Industry & manufacturing

Health & medical

Car & automotive

Service & support

E-Commerce & order picking

Lean solutions

Industry, manufacturing, car
and vehicle assembly lines

E-Commerce, shops and
order picking applications

Hospital and airport
transports

Tow tractors and logistic trains are
widely used to transport pallets and
goods in various types of load carrier,
both active and passive, to feed
assembly lines or replenish materials.

In e-commerce businesses or
other fast-paced order picking
applications, picking speed and
efficiency is vital. The OTP makes
picking faster and more ergonomic,
and can be fitted with different tyres
to suit different floor surfaces.

In hospitals and airports, goods
often need to be transported over
long distances. Powerful, fast and
ergonomic tow tractors like the OTP,
connected to suitable trailers, can
help get the job done.

Top features and benefits
XControl
The XControl steering
wheel offers multiple
grip options, which
helps to reduce strain,
especially when
reversing.

As an option, a folding
seat offers more
comfort for the driver.

Low “walk through”
backrest

Easy-access
3D step-in with a low
step height of
123 mm makes it
easy to get on and off
the driver’s platform.

Instant Launch
and Boost Effect
technology saves
time between stops.

Front storage
compartments make
your work easier.
The OTP can be equipped
with different tow pins to fit
most of the existing trailer
equipment on the market.
Choose between a manual
or automatic tow-hitch with
an ergonomic release handle.
Connectors and different
electric and hydraulic power
solutions for active load
carriers are also available.

The wide platform
has a low and narrow
backrest, allowing
the driver to quickly
walk through the truck
without hitting their
elbows.

The energy-efficient,
high torque, centered
drive motor offers
excellent traction,
stability and is
easily accessible for
maintenance work.

Active Spin Reduction
(ASR) reduces
premature tire wear
and provides cost
savings.

Options

• Multifunction display with all the information you need
• Front storage compartments and a foldable seat
• Equipment bar, blue light and warning light
• Cold store-specified tow tractor designed to work
down to –35°C
• PIN-code start
• Heavy-duty bumper
• And much more ...
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It’s all about
the price.

But what
price?

Reduce your Total Cost of Operation
with UniCarriers
We agree. Price is everything. Or to be more specific: your
Total Cost of Operation (TCO). That’s why we’re so focused on
cutting costs and improving your material handling. The truck
and its performance play an important role, but this is even more
about how we can support you in optimizing your warehouse
operations to give you the best value for your money.
Which – in the long run – is what creates a winner.

*The product shown may be different than the actual configuration based on market requirements.
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